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ABRACT: In this study, the effect of addition of fins in air-based PVT system on cell temperature
investigated. Experimental tests were performed with frequent and sparse fins configurations and also
empty(non-finned) state. Also, thermal camera images of cells were investigated and compared to
images obtained by Fluent Ansys. Cell temperatures for all status of both polycrystal and monocrystal
panel decreased between 8-20 °C. Panel surface was observed to have a uniform temperature
distribution. Finally, temperature distribution images obtained with ANSYS Fluent were found to be
quite compatible with thermal camera images.
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INTRODUCTION
Since solar energy is an energy source clean, inexhaustible and accessible to everyone, it has been
observed there is an enormous increase in use of solar cells worldwide Solar cells convert sunlight
directly into electrical energy. While PV panels convert about 10-20% of solar radiation into electrical
energy, 80-90% of energy convert into thermal energy called as waste heat, which causes an increase in
panel temperature. Panel surface overheats in especially hot climatic zones and summer. This, not only
reduces lifetime of panel as it causes thermal stress in PV module but also reduces electrical efficiency.
Each 1 °C temperature increase above ideal operating temperature of panel leads to a reduction in
conversion efficiency of up to 0.65%. Also, one of problems seen in PV systems is non-uniform
temperature distribution on panel surface, which adversely affects panel efficiency (Tonui and
Tripanagnostopoulos, 2008; Gang et al., 2011; Kumar and Rosen, 2011a; Saidur et al., 2012; Cuce et
al., 2013; Dubey and Tay, 2013; Yang and Athienitis, 2014; Baloch et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2015;
Bahaidarah et al., 2016; Al-Waeli et al., 2017; Chandel and Agarwal, 2017; Shukla et al., 2017; Omer
and Zala, 2018; Fayaz et al., 2019; Bayrak et al., 2017; Lamnatou and Chemisana, 2017; Shukla et al.,
2017; Kazemian et al., 2018; Özakin and Kaya, 2019).
In order to overcome these disadvantages, waste heat accumulated in panel must be removed. PVT
systems are designed to increase efficiency by removing waste heat from PV panels and to use waste
heat for useful purposes such as indoor heating, water heating, fruit or vegetable drying. Thereby, not
only electricity is generated but also waste heat is utilized for various useful purposes In addition, a
uniform temperature distribution is obtained on surface of panel thanks to cooling process applied.
Compared to two separate systems required to generate heat and electricity, PVTs not only require low
cost and less space but also have a lower payback time. Air, water, nanofluids, and PCMs have been
used as a refrigerant in many different studies to make waste heat accumulated in panels usable ((Dubey
and Tiwari, 2008; Tonui and Tripanagnostopoulos, 2008; Kumar and Rosen, 2011a; Kumar et al., 2011b;
Saidur et al., 2012; Yang and Athienitis, 2014; Yang and Athienitis, 2015; Bayrak et al., 2017; Chauhan
et al., 2018; Kazemian et al., 2018; Özakin and Kaya, 2019; Wu et al., 2019; Fayaz et al., 2019). Water
has higher heat capacity and thermal conductivity, so water-cooled PVT systems outperform other
systems. PVTs can be classified with respect to glazed or unglazed, and single or double flow. Singleflows are classified as over or under plate, while double flows are classified as same direction or opposite
direction (Kumar and Rosen, 2011b; Bayrak et al., 2017). Cell temperature for an ambient temperature
of 20 °C, radiation of 800 W m-2 and a wind speed of 1 m s-1 is about 45 °C. This value is called nominal
operating cell temperature, where ideal electrical efficiency of panel is obtained (Kaldellis et al., 2014).
In addition, conversion efficiency values are obtained by PV panel manufacturers according to standard
test conditions (STC) (1000 Wm-2 solar radiation, 25 °C cell temperature and 1.5 air mass flow) (Kumar
and Rosen, 2011a; Kumar and Rosen, 2011b; Gökmen et al., 2016; Bora et al, 2018; Venkateswari and
Sreejith, 2019; Ceylan et al., 2019;Ustun et al., 2019; Ghosh et al., 2019). Solar cell temperature is can
well above ideal due to seasonal and regional factors in outdoor ambiance conditions.
Recently, many studies have been carried out to decrease surface temperature of PV panel. In a
study conducted in S. Arabia, it was reported that while cell temperature as a result of use of PVT
decreased from 71.2 °C to 45.1 °C in June, and its decreased from 48.3 °C to 36.4 °C in December
(Baloch et al., 2015). As a result of water-cooling process applied to back of panel in S. Arabia, it was
reported that efficiency increased by 9%, while cell temperature decreased by 20% (Bahaidarah et al.,
2013). In study performed according to two different mass flow rates, thermal efficiency and electrical
efficiency were observed to be 40.7% and 11.8% for monocrystal panel and 39.4% and 11.5% for
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polycrystal panel, respectively (Dubey and Tay, 2013). In Kirkuk, Iraq, when airflow rate was increased
from 0.024 to 0.057 m3/s, respectively, thermal and electrical efficiencies of air-cooled PVT increased
by 20% and 44%, respectively (Omer and Zala, 2018). In a study conducted in Cyprus, it was stated that
thermal efficiency of water-based PVT system was 49% and mean annual conversion efficiency
increased from 2.8% to 7.7% (Kalogirou, 2001). Effect of fins use on thermal efficiency of air-cooled
PVT system was investigated in Erzurum, Turkey, and it was explained that thermal efficiencies of
polycrystal and monocrystal panels were 58% and 65% respectively (Özakin and Kaya, 2019).
Thermodynamic analysis of PVT system was carried out in Mashhad, Iran using three different fluids
(water, ethylene glycol (EG)/water mixture (50% by weight) and pure ethylene glycol). It was stated
that total energy and exergy efficiencies of EG/water mixture were very close to pure water, and they
were much higher than pure ethylene glycol (Kazemian et al., 2018). Building-integrated photovoltaic
thermal (BIPV/T) systems are used on fairly large scale since last quarter-century. It was stated that
thermal efficiency of air-based BIPV/T system installed on roof in Quebec, Canada, was 20% (Kaiser et
al., 2014). In Montreal, Canada performance of single-inlet and two-inlet air-cooled BIPV/T system
were examined and, it was that inferred thermal efficiency of two-inlet system was about 5% higher than
single-inlet system (Yang and Athienitis, 2014; Yang and Athienitis, 2015).
There are many studies on PVT system. However, there are only a limited number of studies
related to effect on cell temperature of fins used in air-cooled PVT systems. In this study, we were
researched effect on cell temperature of using fins in air-cooling PVT system. Experiments were carried
out according to empty, frequent and sparse fins configurations (three different configurations), and was
analyzed effect on cell temperature. Furthermore, thermal camera images of the panel were investigated
and compared to images obtained by Fluent Ansys program.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experimental Setup
Experimental setup shown in Figure 1.a consists of solar panels and measuring devices.
Experiments were performed, in Erzurum, Turkey. Duct was produced, and it was placed back surface
of panel. Air was circulated into duct via fan. Fins were used to extract more waste heat from the PVT
system and to provide more efficient cooling. Both polycrystal and monocrystal panels were used during
experiments and their technical characteristics were given in Table 1. Fins were made of copper and
their physical properties were given in Table 2. S & P axial fan to blow air into duct was used. The inlet
and outlet air temperature of duct was measured using NOVUS-RHT temperature meter. Cell
temperature was measured using T type thermocouples (40% Ni, 60% Cu alloy). All measuring devices
were calibrated and adjusted according to required intervals. Fan air velocity was measured by using an
anemometer with hot-wire Testo 885-2 thermal camera was used to obtained panel surface images. Data
were recorded with NOVUS data logger.
Ansys Fluent Analysis
Heat and flow events within the cooling volume were analyzed with ANSYS Fluent program.
Meshing module was created a solution network, then using the finite element method with FLUENT
numerical solutions were produced and the results were shown in the figures. The outlet temperatures of
the channel and fins temperatures were taken as the reference point. As shown in Figure 2, the results
were converged after about 10 million mesh. We selected 11268753 as the optimal number of elements
in our analysis. The digital network structure of the preferred model for the analysis is shown in Figure
3.
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Figure 1. Experimental setup. (a) Mobile PVT system and measuring devices. b) Air duct model for frequent fins
configuration).
Table 1. Technical properties of panels.
Type

Power(W)

Power Tol.(%)

Imax (A)

Vmax (V)

Isc (A)

Vsc (V)

Weight (kg)

Dimensions (mm)

Poly

100

Max 3

5.23

19.12

5.6

22.68

8

1005x668x35

Mono

100

Max 3

5.17

19.35

5.53

22.6

10

1195x545x36

Table 2. Physical properties of copper cylindrical fins.
Specific weight
(kg d-1 m-3)
8.9

Thermal cond.
(W m-1 K-1)
336

Specific heat cap.
(kcal kg-1 K-1)
0.092

Resistivity
(µΩ)
1.71

Melting point
(°C)
1065-1085

Figure 2. Mesh validation for geometry model
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Figure.3. The mesh structure of preferred model.

Three-dimensional panel geometry analysis was performed by ANSYS Fluent program according
to the boundary conditions given in Table 3.
Table 3. Average surface temperatures and air velocities
V (m s-1)
Sparse, T (°C)
Frequent, T (°C)
5.1

44.92

45.15

5.4

45.4

46.5

5.7

46.4

47.4

6

47.12

48.1

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In air-cooling PVT, effect of frequent and sparse configurations of fins made from copper material
on cell temperature was investigated. For frequent and sparse configuration, 55 and 27 fins were used
respectively. Experiments were carried out according to three different configurations and results were
analyzed.
Temperature Difference (ΔT) Between Inlet and Outlet of Cooling Duct
Experiments were carried out for non-fins, frequent and sparse fins configurations under outdoor
operating conditions. Since air cooling applied into duct extracts a certain amount of heat from panel
surface, temperature difference (ΔT) occurs between inlet and outlet of duct air. This means that a certain
amount of waste heat is removed and the cell temperature is lowered by the cooling process. Figure 4
shows the variation of the ΔT value with the airspeed of the fan for wingless, sparse and frequent vane
conditions for both polycrystalline and monocrystalline panels. Figure 4 shows that the highest ΔT value
in both monocrystal and polycrystal panels belongs to the frequent fin configuration, then to sparse fins
configuration and to empty state, respectively. This shows that both cooling process and addition of fins
have been effective in removing waste heat from panel. Furthermore, frequent fin configuration is the
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most efficient state in removing waste heat from panel. In addition, in previous our studies, it was
observed that higher electrical, thermal and exergy efficiencies were obtained for frequent fin
configuration (Özakin and Kaya, 2019, Özakin and Kaya, 2020).
In monocrystal panel, when the air velocity was increased from 5.1 m s-1 to 6 m s-1, the change in
ΔT was observed that: is between 0.85 -0.6 °C for the empty state; is between 2.2-1.85 °C for sparse fins
condition; is between 3.35-3 °C for frequent fins. Similarly, in polycrystal panel, when the air velocity
was increased from 5.1 m s-1 to 6 m s-1, the change in ΔT was observed that: is between 0.75-0.65 °C
for the empty state; is between 2.15-1.85 °C for sparse fins condition; is between 3.35-3 °C for frequent
fins.

Figure 4. Variation of temperature difference between inlet and outlet of cooling channel according to air velocity.

Analysis of Cell Temperature
Experiments were carried out at 11.00-16.00 in July. It has been measured that outdoor temperature
was 29–32 °C, cell temperature was 63-65 °C, and irradiation amount was 950-1000 W m-2 during
experiments. Considering these ambient conditions, ideal operating temperature for panels is about 47
°C. Table 4. shows temperature values of panel surface obtained for three different configurations. As
seen from Table 4, It was observed cell temperatures for all three different configurations of both
polycrystal and monocrystal panels were decreased between 8-20 °C. In addition, cell temperatures of
all three different configurations were found to be close to optimum operating temperature of cells.
Kumar and Rosen (2011b) studied a double-pass air-cooled PVT system used fins and indicated that cell
temperature dropped from 88 ° C to 66 ° C. However, the 66 ° C temperature is well above the ideal
operating temperature of the panel. As can be seen in Table 4, the surface temperature of both panels is
very close to the ideal operating temperature for all configurations.
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Table 4. Surface temperature values of both panels after air cooling process.
Polycrystal

Monocrystal

Empty

Sparse

Frequent

Empty

Sparse

Frequent

47-49 °C

45-48 °C

45-47 °C

50-57 °C

47-54 °C

47-50 °C

Figure 5 shows thermal camera image of polycrystal panel surface for sparse and frequent
configurations. As seen from thermal camera images, panel surfaces have a uniform temperature
distribution.

Figure 5. Thermal camera images of polycrystal panel surface. (a) Surface temperature for sparse configuration
fins: 45-48 °C. b) Surface temperature for sparse configuration fins: 45-47 °C).

ANSYS Fluent Analysis
The temperature distributions in cooling duct for both sparse and frequent fin configurations of
PVT system were examined with ANSYS Fluent for four different air velocities and images obtained
were shown in Figure 6. Analyzes were performed for polycrystal panel. Figure 6 shows that a
temperature gradient forms along each fin. While temperature values of fins are high at contact points
to rear surface of panel, it is seen that it decreases gradually as it moves away from panel surface. This
indicates that waste heat on panel surface is transferred to fins by conduction. Furthermore, temperature
of fins at points of contact with rear surface of panel is about 320 K (47 °C). Although there is a certain
temperature differing among cell temperature and contact points of fins, the cell temperature reduced to
the ideal operating temperature thanks to cooling process. The results of ANSYS Fluent analysis are
highly compatible with images obtained via thermal camera.
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5.1

5.4

5.7

6.0

Figure 6. Temperature distributions for four different air velocity of both sparse and frequent fins
configurations for polycrystal panel.
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In addition, velocity distributions in cooling duct were analyzed. Figures 7-8 shows velocity
contour obtained from ANSYS Fluent for sparse and frequent configurations. As shown in Figures 78, airspeed of fan is extremely low in areas close to fins. This occurs as a result of non-slip condition
caused by both friction effect and viscous forces. In inlet and outlet regions of air duct and in regions
between fins, it observed that airspeed of fan increased. In both configurations, the air velocity on both
sides of the duct was extremely low. This situation shows that more careful attention should be paid to
selection of fins location during cooling duct design. Fan airspeed of frequent fin configuration is
relatively lower than fan airspeed of sparse fin configuration. This, because frequent configuration has
a larger number of fins than sparse configuration, and friction and viscous effects caused by them.
Laminar flow was observed in inlet-outlet regions of air duct and in regions between fins. Turbulent
flow was observed in both right and left sides of region where airflow contacts fins.

Figure 7. The velocity contour of frequent fins configuration

Figure 8. The velocity contour of frequent fins configuration
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CONCLUSIONS
In this study, effect of using fins on surface temperature of panel at air-based PVT system was
investigated. Experiments were made for empty, sparse and frequent fins configurations. In addition,
images of panel surface obtained by thermal camera were investigated and compared to images obtained
by Fluent Ansys. Results are offered below.
 A temperature difference (ΔT) occurred between the input and output of the cooling channel. When
the air velocity was increased from 5.1 m s-1 to 6 m s-1, in monocrystal panel, ΔT value changed
between 0.85 -0.6 °C for the empty state; it changed between 2.2-1.85 °C for sparse fins condition;
it changed between 3.35-3 °C for frequent fins. Similarly, in polycrystal panel, when the air velocity
was increased from 5.1 m s-1 to 6 m s-1, ΔT value changed between 0.75-0.65 °C for the empty state;
it changed between 2.15-1.85 °C for sparse fins condition; it changed between 3.35-3 °C for frequent
fins.
 Cell temperatures for empty, sparse and frequent fin configuration of both polycrystal and
monocrystal panel decreased between 8-20 °C. Thereby, it observed that the panel surface
temperature for all configurations of both panels is extremely close to 47 ° C, which is the ideal
operating temperature.
 As a result of cooling process applied according to images obtained from thermal camera images,
uniform temperature distribution on panel surface was observed especially for frequent and sparse
fin configurations of polycrystal panels.
 Temperature contour images obtained via ANSYS Fluent were an agreement with experimental
results and thermal camera images.
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Nomenclature
cap
cond
Cu
°C
dm
I
Imax
Isc
Vsc
V
K
Kcal
kg
m
mm
max

capacity
conductivity
copper
degrees Celsius
decimeter
current (A)
maximum current (A)
short circuit current (A)
short circuit voltage (V)
volt
Kelvin
kilocalori
kilogram
meter, micro, maximum
millimeter
maximum

Ni
PCM
PV
PVT
rpm
s
sc
Tol
T
Therm
V
W
Greek letters
ΔT
µΩ

nickel
phase change material
photovoltaic
photovoltaic thermal
revolutions per minute
second
short circuit
tolerance
temperature
thermal
volt (V), velocity (ms-1)
watt
temperature difference (K or °C)
micro ohm (10 -6 ohm)
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